
                 
 

As an Employer during this unprecedented time, you must now navigate a deluge of often-conflicting information to determine 
how to continue essential operations and re-open fully. You face the risky prospect of returning an employee who might cause others at 
work to become sick. While no medical risk can be entirely eliminated, you can demonstrate your efforts to comply with governmental 
recommendations and protect your workers by having each of them screened for both the virus and its antibodies. Our approach is the 
only one to discern not only currently active cases, but those with recent or remote antibodies that indicate some measure of 
protection. Using all this information, you can determine the best course for each employee to protect them, your workforce, and 
yourself.  

We offer two packages and all the information you need to make the best decision for your business. We recommend a full 
Covid-19 Fit for Duty evaluation (on the left), or you can opt for determining current infections only with a Covid-19 Virus Test (on the 
right). We also offer customized solutions for large business.        Call now: 516-935-8747      or   Fill out our Website Form 

Full Covid-19 Fit for Duty Evaluation 
Includes Covid-19 Virus Test  FAQ Covid-19 Virus Test Alone 

Exam (History, temperature), Antibodies  
(both IgG and IgM), Antigens Type of test Antigen test only 

Saliva & blood draw What is tested? Saliva taken only 
By Medical Professionals How is it administered? Self-collection under guidance 

Short and long-term antibodies indicating recent or 
remote exposure to Sars-CoV-2 virus.  

Antigens, history and fever indicating current active 
Sars-CoV-2 infection. 

What does it show? Antigens present indicating current 
Sars-CoV-2 infection. 

Your location or an off-site facility* Where is it done? Your location, nearby facility, or in the 
Employees’ homes. 

A brief report from a physician with results 
indicating recommended prudent course. What do you get? Results indicating current infection. 

$500 / Employee What is the cost to the Employer? $300 / Employee 
* Rental fees for facilities other than your own are not included. 


